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Buyer Persona

DEMOGRAPHIC AND BACKGROUND

Likahayan's potential customers' characteristics range from being empathetic since they care

about making a difference for the future of our environment and civilization to being keen to

fashion since tote bags are known to be simple yet fashionable. Other characteristics include

efficiency, flexibility, open-mindedness, and more.

Our Target market is women aged 18 to 23, Students or employed who frequently travel or need

storage for books or equipment. We are targeting Gen Z because they are the most

advocacy-driven and aware of pollution and fast fashion's harmful effects.



CHALLENGES AND CUSTOMER FEARS

Limited Design

Today, Gen Z wants a wide range of style options, including bags. However, with the many

products available, they search for a bag that will fit their taste.

Pricey

Gen z is a relatively young generation, with the oldest members born in 1997; thus, most of the

generation is just recently employed or a stable occupation to earn money resulting in an

aversion to pricey products.

Few Compartments

One of the features they want to find in a bag is compartments to make it more practical and

worth purchasing. Some bags don't have many compartments to store or arrange small stuff.

Security

If it is safe to carry around and has zippers, it's also one of the features that customers search for

because the environment is not entirely safe for everyone.

Classic

Every year, people's fashion tastes change. Trends come and go, but the designs must be

timeless for our bags to last through generations.



Fashionable

Today's Gen Z has a diverse selection of fashion selections, including bags, and our bags must

be stylish at all times to style them wherever and with everything.

Spacious

They want a spacious bag. As a result, a lot of different items may be stored inside.

Comfort

Comfort is also an essential factor so that consumers may carry the bag for an extended time

without causing discomfort to the shoulders.



GOALS AND CUSTOMER WANTS

Our target market, being Gen Zs, enjoys spending their time shopping, more specifically- online

shopping during the event of the current COVID - 19 Pandemic. They seek seamless

interactions with various brands; they are usually authentic, transparent, and up to date. The

majority of the previous generation is open to new brands and supports local shops. Most

NCR-based Gen Zs would want something trendy and convenient, especially since Metro

Manila is the commercial center of the Philippines.

One of the most prominent core values of Gen Z is their mindfulness towards other groups and

formal volunteering, and they are especially very caring towards the planet, its surroundings,

and its people. In line with this, their money usually goes towards companies who value

preserving the environment. They are interested in innovation; they o�en believe more about

actions than words, thus continuing shared experiences. Gen Z consumers o�en have high

expectations in a wide variety of products and services; they have their eyes set on direct value

and the ability to co-create their unique encounters.

As an ethical and morally-knowledgeable generation, Gen Zs are sharp-witted, thri�y, and up

for the challenge. They insist that brands communicate with them with the same level of

earnestness and integrity they bring to their interactions- these qualities are important and

should be understood by marketers.



SOLUTIONS

Here is what Likhayan can do to achieve the goals of our persona:

To accomplish the classic and fashionable goals, Likhayan will produce a design that can fit a

wide range of outfits. As for spaciousness, members of Likhayan will make sure to employ the

size (length and width) of the bag that can store all and any personal items one might need when

going out. Lastly, for comfort, Likahayan members will implement suitable measurements

(length and width) on the handles of the tote bag.

On the other hand, the following solutions are what Likhayan can do to overcome the challenges

that our persona is experiencing:

For the limited design, Likhayan will inform our consumers of our purpose, and that is to

lessen clothing waste. And to achieve our objective, the design of the tote bag must consume the

denim supply, which is why there is a limitation in design. Nevertheless, the company will

research and create more designs. As for the price, members of Likhayan will set up a

reasonable and valuable price for our customers and advocacy. Regarding the challenge of a few

compartments, the production team and designers will add pockets to the tote bag for smaller

items. In terms of security, the lining of the bag provides protection. Likahayan members,

especially the Production team and the manufacturers, will implement a durable lining in the

bag.



COMMUNICATION CHANNELS/ SOCIAL MEDIA

Based on the market survey, Likhayan's customers are regularly active on Facebook, Instagram,

and Tiktok. However, it is Facebook and Tiktok that the respondents mainly spend their time on

when using their technological devices. When purchasing online, Likhayan's consumers prefer

Shopee and Lazada for their personal needs and Likhayan products. Additionally, other online

stores that the participants purchase from are Carousell, Shein, and Zalora.



CONSUMER TYPES/ SEGMENTS

With the data we gathered from past marketing research for JA and the recent one we have, we

discovered three (3) consumer types and segments in buying our tote bag, baghari. Our

customers may fall into one specific category or more:

1. Focus on the fashion aesthetic, style, uniqueness) For them, they pay more attention to

the bag's design and how it will match their wardrobe. Denim is a very different material

from the normal canvas tote bags we have in the market. We chose to use it for our

product since it is durable, and we want to lessen fabric waste.

2. Empowered Activist (advocacy, environment, fast fashion) Likhayan is a company

composed of students who aim to produce a product that appeals to our generation, and

we have a cause we want to support. We want to uphold our values and share them with

our consumers. Especially about the environment, the fast fashion issue we face, and the

foundation we will support as we create a better future.

3. Focus on travel (functionality, storage, security) More focus on the functionality and

practicality of the tote bag. Likhayan's consumers want storage and different

compartments to store all their necessities. Especially if they are traveling or going to

places, they want a secure bag that will support them as a companion when they go out.


